Journalism Fellowships
Digital Showcase

Sunday, October 18

@ #EDITORS3D

11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Gus D’Angelo – Comigama Interactive Comics
How a new world of interactive editorial cartoons and comic strips can drive engagement and revenue.

11:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Anh Hoà Truong – Virtual Reality journalism
Let’s make it real: Bring virtual reality and immersive storytelling to your newsroom.

2:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
David Sarno – Lighthaus
How videogame-like explainers can vivify real-world stories like fracking, heart disease and renewable energy.

2:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Samaruddin Stewart – Verified Pixel Project
Can you believe what you see anymore? Verified-pixel.com helps newsrooms find photos to trust and publish.

@jskstanford jsk.stanford.edu